
DESCRIPTION OF THE ROOMS IN THE HUTS AND THE SINGLE ROOMS 

 

 

  

We have three huts in the 

middle of the forest.  The 

capacity of each cabin is for 

two people with double bed 

or twin beds . We can 

introduce a small bed for a 

child (a).   

The cabins have an outside 

rustical construction since 

we want you to know   the 

material used in the area for 

building, bamboo, volcaninc 

stones and clay tiles.  

However, inside they are 

very pretty, with wooden 

floor and walls.  There are 

no air conditioning because 

the huts have their natural 

ventilation.   

Price to USD35.00 per night (1 or 2 people), if you include 

additional bed are USD40.00.  Payment is upon arrival to the 

facility, at peak tourism period we request advance payment 

of 50% of the value of the accommodation.  Please call us  or 

e mail us to book up. 

This is the aspect of the cabins on the inside.  They have three windows, each with strainer for 

protection against mosquitoes.  It is very rare that we have mosquitoes but sometimes they 

proliferate and then the bed is equipped with their nets.  The cabin has its own bathroom and 

toilet, as well as a small desk.  On the outside, rocking chairs and a hammock 



 

   

The House is equipped with its own kitchen, refrigerator and kitchen utensils.  If you want to Cook, you 

can rent the kitchen at a very reasonable price.  Ideal for the weekend from a large family.  The 

swimming pool is near the House. 

The former House of the Owners has been fitted out with five simple rooms, i.e. for a capacity of 13 

persons, as there is in a room two bunk beds (4 people), in another room there is 1 bunk bed and a 

single bed (3 people), and three rooms with only one bunk bed (2 persons). 

Bedrooms from 2 to 6 people price per person 12.00 dollars. 


